A mathematical modeling approach to quantify the role of phlebotomy losses and need for transfusions in neonatal anemia
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Abstract

BACKGROUND—Very preterm infants commonly develop anemia requiring multiple red blood cell transfusions (RBCTx). This is in part attributable to heavy laboratory phlebotomy loss. Quantification of the extent to which laboratory blood loss contributes to anemia sufficient to prompt RBCTx has not been examined.

STUDY DESIGN AND METHODS—Twenty-six preterm infants weighing <1500 g at birth requiring ventilator support who received one or more RBCTx were intensively studied during the first month of life. Hemoglobin (Hb) loss via laboratory blood loss and RBC senescence, and Hb gain from RBCTx were precisely accounted for in a Hb mass balance mathematical model developed to assess the impact of phlebotomy on RBCTx when a restrictive RBCTx criteria were applied.

RESULTS—Study subjects had a birth weight 880±240 g (mean±SD), a Hb level of 14.4±2.4 g/dl at birth and received 3.81±2.15 RBCTx during the study period. Modeling indicated that even with the total elimination of laboratory phlebotomy loss, a reduction of 41–48% in RBCTx was achievable.

CONCLUSION—The present modeling results indicate that while phlebotomy reduction can significantly decrease the number of RBCTx administered to preterm infants, total elimination of all RBCTx will likely require other approaches, e.g., stimulation of erythropoiesis with erythropoiesis stimulating agents.
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INTRODUCTION

All extremely premature infants develop anemia in the early weeks of life. This is the result of heavy laboratory blood loss, shortened red blood cell (RBC) lifespan, low plasma erythropoietin levels, inadequate erythropoiesis, and perhaps other factors. As treatment for clinically significant anemia, approximately 80% of very low birth weight infants (VLBW) weighing less than 1,500 g at birth and 95% of extremely low birth weight infants (ELBW)
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weighing less than 1,000 g at birth receive one or more red blood cell transfusions (RBCTx).\textsuperscript{2} RBCTx are important because they are expensive and associated with complications including infection, fluid overload, electrolyte imbalance, and exposure to plasticizers, lead, and other toxins.\textsuperscript{3} Thus, therapies for neonatal anemia resulting in fewer RBCTx are highly desirable.

Three therapies shown to reduce RBCTx in VLBW infants include treatment with recombinant human erythropoietin, institution of restrictive RBCTx criteria, and reduction in laboratory phlebotomy loss. While erythropoietin administration has been shown to be effective in reducing the number of RBCTx in some preterm infants, its routine use is controversial because of its association with retinopathy of prematurity and its modest effect on decreasing RBCTx.\textsuperscript{3} Similarly, in the two largest randomized trials of liberal versus restrictive RBCTx criteria, restrictive criteria have demonstrated only a slight reduction in RBCTx when applied as intended.\textsuperscript{4,5}

Reduction in the extensive laboratory phlebotomy losses experienced by very premature infants is the third, and the most promising clinical intervention associated with a reduction in RBCTx. Phlebotomy loss is particularly important among this patient group because even seemingly small volumes of laboratory blood loss are large relative to their weight. Numerous studies have reported that laboratory phlebotomy loss in preterm infants is a major contributor to neonatal anemia and to RBCTx.\textsuperscript{1,6–8} For example, drawing 6.5 mL of blood from a 1 kg infant whose total blood volume is approximately 80 mL/kg is equivalent to drawing a 450 mL donor blood unit.\textsuperscript{1} Although there have been successful efforts in reducing iatrogenic laboratory phlebotomy loss in preterm infants\textsuperscript{9,10}, quantification of the relationship of phlebotomy loss and RBCTx has not been reported.

Thus, our objective was to quantitatively explore the relationship of phlebotomy loss and RBCTx by applying mathematical modeling when uniformly restrictive RBCTx criteria were applied.\textsuperscript{5} In doing so, we relied on accurate phlebotomy and RBCTx data gathered previously\textsuperscript{11}, on modeled blood volume, and on RBC lifespan data in the literature.\textsuperscript{12} The mathematical modeling was used to conduct simulations based on reductions in phlebotomy loss.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Subjects**

Pregnant women delivering and infants born at \textless 29 weeks gestation who were intubated were eligible. Infants excluded were those presenting with hematological diseases (except for anemia of prematurity), receiving RBCTx prior to enrollment, or receiving erythropoiesis stimulating agents. A total of 162 subjects met study eligibility criteria. Of those eligible for study, 119 were not approached because: 1) they had already been approached for another clinical study with similar eligibility criteria and not approached for this protocol (n=39); 2) only two research subjects could be studied at one time due to clinical laboratory workload difficulties in weighing all blood samples (n=62); 3) the infant having received a RBCTx before consent was obtained (n=13); and 4) staff availability (n=5).

Forty-three families were approached between January 2007 and October 2009, 11 before and 32 after delivery. Consent was obtained from 33 families while 10 families refused. Women who were consented antenatally delivered at \textgreater 29 weeks and became ineligible (n=6). Twenty-seven infants were enrolled and studied over a one-month period (31.6±2.2 days). One of the 27 infants was excluded because the infant was not transfused during the study.
Study Procedures

Laboratory phlebotomy and RBCTx data were obtained from the subjects’ electronic medical record. Accurate weights for 97% of all 2,656 laboratory blood samples drawn in the first month of life were recorded to 0.1 mg. Following clinically ordered laboratory testing, leftover anticoagulated blood less than 3 days old was analyzed for hematological parameters using the Sysmex XE-2100 automatic hematology analyzer (Sysmex Corporation, Kobe, Japan).

Intravascular Blood Volume Determination

The blood volume for each infant was calculated from the RBCTx volume, the Hb concentration of the transfused donor blood, and the increase in Hb concentration as previously described:

\[
\frac{BV}{kg} = \frac{TRX_V \cdot HCT_{trx}/3}{\Delta Hb \cdot W} \quad (1)
\]

\[
BV/kg \text{ is the total intravascular blood volume per kg body weight; TRX}_V \text{ is the volume of packed RBCs transfused; HCT}_{trx} \text{ is the hematocrit of the transfused donor RBCs and HCT}_{trx}/3 \text{ is the Hb concentration equivalent; } \Delta Hb \text{ is the change in Hb concentration after the RBCTx; } W \text{ is the weight of the infant at the time of transfusion. Blood volumes were calculated for all RBCTx in all infants. For the modeling in this study, individual blood volumes were used for each infant. For example, if an infant received 7 RBCTx, the blood volume used in the model was the average calculated } BV \text{ for the 7 RBCTx based on Equation 1, i.e., each individual infant’s calculated } BV/kg \text{ was assumed not to change during the course of the study.}

In 40 of 101 of the RBCTx, the HCT aliquots of the packed donor RBCTx were measured. For packed RBCTx in which HCT was not determined, the average HCT for all RBCTx was applied, i.e., 83.1%.

Modeling Phlebotomy Reduction

The number of RBCTx each individual infant was predicted to receive following simulated reductions in phlebotomy was determined. The amount of Hb remaining from the transfused blood was subtracted from each infant’s total Hb to determine the quantity of Hb present in the endogenous blood. The amount of Hb each RBCTx contributed to the infant’s total body Hb at different time points was determined as follows:

\[
Hb(t)_{trx} = Hb(t_0)_{trx} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{t-t_0}{\tau_A} \right) \cdot \prod_{j=1}^{k} (1-F_j) \quad t_0 \leq t \leq t_{k+1} \quad (2)
\]

where Hb(t)_{trx} is the amount of Hb remaining from a donor RBCTx at time t; Hb(t_0)_{trx} is the Hb amount in the RBCTx occurring at time t_0; t_0 is the time when the most recent RBCTx occurred; \( \tau_A \) is the lifespan of transfused adult donor RBCs, i.e., 120 days; k is the number of phlebotomies after the RBCTx time t_0 but before time t; j is the given phlebotomy number; F_j is the fraction of the total blood volume removed in phlebotomy j. Equation 2 was used to calculate the Hb contribution from each simulated RBCTx at time t. As an illustration of Equation 2, if 10 g of Hb (\( Hb(t_0)_{trx}=10 \)) are administered in a RBCTx given at time 0 (t_0=0) and 3 phlebotomies have occurred since the RBCTx, each corresponding to a 5% removal of the infant’s total blood volume (k=3, \( F_j=F_1=F_2=F_3=0.05 \)), the Hb(t)_{trx} can be calculated 5 days after the RBCTx as follows:
To determine the amount of Hb administered in each RBCTx, $Hb(t)_{rx}$, the following equation was used:

$$Hb(t)_{rx}=10 \cdot \left(1-\frac{5-0.05}{70}\right) \cdot (1-0.05) \cdot (1-0.05)$$

$$Hb(t)_{rx}=8.2g$$

To determine the amount of Hb administered in each RBCTx, $Hb(t)_{rx}$, the following equation was used:

$$Hb(t)_{rx}=TRX_v \cdot \frac{HCT_{tx}}{3} \quad (3)$$

, where $TRX_v$ is the volume of blood transfused and $HCT_{tx}$ is the $HCT$ of a given RBCTx.

Phlebotomy reduction simulation analysis was performed by adding a fraction of the amount of the Hb removed by phlebotomy to the total amount of Hb in the body of each infant. The amount of Hb added to achieve specified percent phlebotomy reductions was determined as follows:

$$Hb(T)_{phle}=PHLE_v \cdot Hb_{phle} \cdot P_R \quad (4)$$

where $PHLE_v$ is the volume of a single phlebotomy; $Hb_{phle}$ is the Hb concentration immediately before the phlebotomy; $P_R$ is the percentage by which the phlebotomy removal was reduced (i.e., $P_R=0.0$ indicates no change from what was observed and $P_R=1.0$ is the simulation value if no phlebotomies occurred); $Hb(T)_{phle}$ is the amount of Hb added for a given $P_R$ occurring at time $T$.

To determine the endogenous Hb contribution of phlebotomy reduction at different time points following birth, equation 2 is modified such that:

$$Hb(t)_{phle}=Hb(T)_{phle} \cdot \left(1-\frac{t-T}{\tau_f}\right) \cdot \prod_{j=1}^{m} \left(1-F_j\right) \quad t_m<t<t_{m+1} \quad (5)$$

, where $Hb(t)_{phle}$ is the Hb amount remaining in the body at time $t$ after the phlebotomy; $\tau_f$ is the lifespan of preterm infant RBCs fixed at 65.8 days; and $m$ is the number of phlebotomies that occurred after the phlebotomy at time $T$ but before $t$. Equation 5 was used to calculate the Hb contribution of individual simulated phlebotomy reductions ($P_R$) at time $t$ following which each infant’s Hb concentration was in response adjusted accordingly. Equation 5 determines the Hb contribution of the infant’s own blood while Equation 2 determines the Hb contribution of transfused donor blood. It was assumed for this study that the rate of endogenous Hb production did not change at different Hb levels.

**Transfusion Simulations**

Prediction of the extent to which the number of each infant’s RBCTx were hypothetically reduced as a result of phlebotomy reduction was determined in two steps. It was first determined what the intravascular Hb concentration versus postnatal age profile would be for each infant in the absence of both RBCTx and phlebotomies. Second, it was determined what the “no intervention profile” would be if each infant was phlebotomized as was done clinically, but with the volume of each phlebotomy reduced by a specified percentage. This resulted in a Hb versus time profile that could be evaluated according to the PINT RBCTx trigger criteria to determine if one or more RBCTx were indicated. The effect of the phlebotomy reduction was expressed as the percent RBCTx reduction calculated from
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predicted RBCTx relative to the actual number of RBCTx administered. The three RBCTx criteria applied were: 1) the PINT restrictive Hb threshold criteria for infants receiving respiratory support with capillary Hb correction \(^5\) (Figure 1); 2) the PINT restrictive threshold criteria for infants receiving respiratory support with no capillary Hb correction; and 3) the Hb level and day of life when infants were transfused clinically. For the PINT RBCTx criteria with Hb correction, a 10\% reduction was made for capillary blood sampling.\(^15\)

To determine whole blood Hb concentration for the above analysis, the Hb amounts derived from Equations 2 and 5 were converted to Hb concentrations as follows:

\[
Hb_c = \frac{Hb_A}{BV} \quad (6)
\]

where \(Hb_c\) is the Hb concentration and \(Hb_A\) is the Hb amount. The blood volume was determined in Equation 1. In the current work, many of the results are presented in Hb amount (g) which is determined by multiplying the concentration of Hb by the model determined total blood volume.

When an individual infant’s Hb concentration reached the specific RBCTx criteria, a simulated RBCTx was administered. All simulated RBCTx were 15 mL/kg of packed RBCs with an assumed Hct of 83.1\%. The resulting Hb amount was estimated for each simulated RBCTx according to Equations 2 and 3. The simulations were programmed in FORTRAN and graphical output was done using WINFUNFIT \(^16\) or Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Redmond, WA).

RESULTS

Study Subjects

The 26 ventilated study infants had a gestational age of 26.6±1.3 weeks (mean±SD) and a mean birth weight of 880±240 g. Infants received an average of 3.81±2.15 RBCTx and underwent 138±21.2 clinical phlebotomies for laboratory blood testing during the month long study period. Ninety-seven percent of all laboratory blood samples drawn were weighed. The average volume of transfused donor packed RBCs was 14.4±1.8 mL/kg with 85\% of the transfusions being between 13 and 17 mL/kg of packed RBCs. At birth infants had a mean amount of total Hb of 12.1±3.29 g. During the one-month study period, 14.4±5.27 g of Hb was transfused and 6.28±2.07 g of Hb was drawn for laboratory tests. When expressed relative to birth weight, this corresponded to a mean 14.1±3.05 g/kg of Hb at birth, 18.6±10.3 g/kg of Hb transfused, and 8.03±4.06 g/kg of Hb phlebotomized. Of the 2,656 laboratory samples in which Hb concentration was determined, 36.2\% of the samples were drawn centrally (arterial or venous) and 63.8\% were drawn as a capillary sample. The Hb concentration was determined in 40 of the 101 RBCTx administered; the mean Hb concentration of transfused blood was 27.7±1.4 g/dl. The mean estimated infant blood volume based on Equation 1 was 93.2±24.9 mL/kg.

Hb levels at time of clinical transfusion versus PINT RBCTx criteria

The PINT RBCTx criteria become increasingly restrictive with increasing postnatal age (Figure 1). Comparison of the Hb levels at which infants actually received clinical transfusions relative to PINT RBCTx criteria indicate that infants were liberally transfused \(^4\). Of the 101 RBCTx administered, 88 (87\%) were administered at Hb levels greater than that required had PINT RBCTx criteria been applied (Figure 2).
Fate of Phlebotomized Blood

The cumulative amount of laboratory blood drawn for the 26 individual study infants over the first 30 days of life was determined based on weighed blood samples (Figure 3). Notably, only 33% of the blood withdrawn was required by the laboratory instruments, while 59% was discarded as waste and 8% was attributable to hidden blood loss in syringes or on to gauze pads, bandages, etc. 12.

Blood Removed and Blood Transfused

Based on precisely determined phlebotomy and RBCTx data, it was possible to determine the cumulative amounts of blood transfused and removed for individual infants. When all infants were combined, there was a significant association of phlebotomy loss (per kg birth weight) and birth weight ($r^2=0.6329, p<0.05$). When adjusted for birth weight, Hb removed and Hb transfused during the first month of life demonstrated that study subjects had 2.3 times as much Hb transfused as was removed (Figure 4). ELBW infants had more Hb transfused compared to VLBW infants.

Modeling of Phlebotomy Reduction

In modeling simulated reductions of laboratory phlebotomy loss in the 26 study subjects according to Equation 5, resulting reductions in RBCTx (Figure 5) could be determined for the three separate transfusion criteria applied. Although the average number of RBCTx per infant demonstrated a progressive decline as the phlebotomy reduction increased, the mean modeled RBCTx could not be eliminated, even with elimination of all phlebotomy loss. When applying the actual RBCTx practices and laboratory blood loss was totally eliminated in the model, mean RBCTx were reduced by only 41%, i.e., from 3.81 to 2.26 RBCTx per infant. For the PINT low Hb threshold with and without adjustment for capillary sampling, the decline was 48% (3.22 to 1.66 RBCTx per infant) and 48% (2.85 to 1.48 RBCTx per infant), respectively. When individual infants were modeled using the PINT RBCTx criteria with adjustment for capillary blood samples, elimination of all laboratory phlebotomy loss resulted in 4 infants who were predicted to require no RBCTx.

Modeled decline in infant Hb level with no laboratory phlebotomy loss

The modeling developed in this study was able to predict changes in infant Hb levels with specified reductions or increases in laboratory phlebotomy loss. With no phlebotomy loss and no RBCTx, the average Hb concentration for all 26 subjects at birth and day 30 fell from 14.4±2.4 g/dl to 6.3±2.7 g/dl, respectively (Figure 6). These results are based on the assumption that low Hb levels do not result in an increase in erythropoietin production leading to increased RBC production and Hb levels.

DISCUSSION

In the current report we demonstrate for the first time the ability to estimate the number of RBCTx received by critically ill, preterm VLBW infants by simulating reductions in laboratory phlebotomy loss when uniform RBCTx criteria are applied. We observed that with the hypothetical elimination of all laboratory phlebotomy loss and the use of the actual RBCTx criteria, the average number of RBCTx per infant decreased from 3.8±2.2 to 2.3±1.5, a 41% reduction (Figure 5). While this represents a highly significant decrease in RBCTx, the more desirable goal would be to completely eliminate all RBCTx received by all infants. An additional advantage of the simulation model approach is that in the examples provided in the present study it offers insight as to which factors other than laboratory blood loss may contribute to neonatal anemia and the need for RBCTx. Based on the present data, we speculate that other factors may include the inability of premature infants—particularly...
the smallest and least mature—to mount an effective erythropoietic response to anemia and to produce RBCs that survive sufficiently long enough in the circulation to avoid severe anemia.

**Advantages of reducing laboratory phlebotomy loss in preterm infants**

Research has shown that RBCTx are expensive and cost between $522 and $1,183 per unit. In addition to the cost of administering RBCTx, the complications associated with RBCTx include infection, fluid overload, electrolyte imbalance, and exposure to plasticizers, lead and other toxins. Baer et al. demonstrated a significant correlation between RBC transfusions and intraventricular hemorrhage. Additionally, it has been suggested that necrotizing enterocolitis, a potentially fatal condition among preterm infants, is temporally related to RBCTx. With the multiple risks associated with RBCTx in preterm infants, one could hypothesize that a decrease in RBCTx would be associated with a decrease in morbidities.

**Estimates of blood volume and survival of autologous and transfused erythrocytes**

In addition to requiring direct measurement of Hb removed for laboratory blood testing, Hb added via RBCTx, the simulation model requires estimates of circulating RBC survival. Estimates of RBC survival used in the present study taken from the literature included using 65.8 d for the infants’ own RBCs, and 120 d for adult donor RBCs. Previous work in adults has shown that the percent of transfused cells surviving 24 hours after a RBCTx is 74–86%. This was not included in the current model, because of our group’s previous work documenting that the percent of transfused cells surviving 24 hours in preterm infants is close to 100%. In addition, it is possible that transfused RBCs have a shorter lifespan than 120 days as a result of environmental factors, e.g., hyper- or hypoxic stress. In support of the 120 day lifespan used in this study, a study published in adults showed that transfused cells survive for 114–116 days after the initial removal of cells from the circulation. Additional studies in preterm infants are needed in which the survival of transfused donor RBCs is directly measured. When such data become available, the model can be easily modified to accommodate these — and other — new findings.

Based on the present study’s observed 2.3-fold greater amount of Hb transfused relative to that phlebotomized (Figure 4) and similar report from the literature, the RBC survival estimates applied in the present study are likely overestimates of the infant’s actual RBC survival. Our research group anticipates soon being able to overcome this impediment with the ability to directly measure in vivo RBC survival in all critically ill VLBW infants using a safe, accurate method of labeling RBCs with biotin using minute quantities of blood left over from laboratory sampling.

**Laboratory Phlebotomy Loss Does Not Account for All RBCTx in Infants**

Quantitative assessment of the contribution of Hb removed as part of laboratory phlebotomy loss and the amount of Hb added in RBCTx can elucidate the contribution of phlebotomy loss to anemia of prematurity. Based on the modeled results of the present study it appears that laboratory phlebotomy loss, although important, only accounts for approximately half of the RBCTx administered to critically ill VLBW infants. The present results also indicate that the greatest relative per kg phlebotomy loss and need for RBCTx is most pronounced in the smallest, least mature infants who manifest the most severe cardiorespiratory illness in the early weeks of life (Figure 4). This could be a consequence of two other potentially important factors—but as yet unstudied—associated with increasing immaturity: inability to maximally increase erythropoiesis for reasons other than phlebotomy loss, and accelerated RBC senescence.
Feasibility of Reducing Laboratory Phlebotomy Loss

The present results suggest that the amount of phlebotomized blood drawn from VLBW preterm infants for laboratory testing can be reduced by relatively simple changes in practice. In the current study, 59% of blood obtained from infants was discarded (Figure 3). This indicates the possibility of reducing laboratory phlebotomy by sampling less volume. Justification by the laboratory for the large excess volumes of blood drawn from neonates is that the volume taken allows the sample to be reanalyzed if necessary should the results be questionable due to instrument error or malfunction, or result in critical outlier values. Other studies utilizing point-of-care bedside analyzers and in-line monitors can also lead to significant decreases in laboratory phlebotomy loss and resultant RBCTx.\textsuperscript{9,10} In a small, single-center study, Rabe et al. demonstrated a decrease in RBCTx in preterm infants by half when using delayed cord clamping, early protein and iron administration and a restrictive RBCTx threshold.\textsuperscript{25}

Limitations in Modeling Phlebotomy Loss to Determine Reductions in RBCTx

The accuracy in modeling the number of RBCTx with reductions in laboratory phlebotomy relies on the accuracy with which all other measurements can be made, or estimated. Blood volume determinations were estimated from the pre and post-transfusion Hb level based on the dilution principle\textsuperscript{13}, along with estimates of RBC lifespan. The blood volume determined for this study, 93.2±24.9 mL/kg, is within the reported range of blood volumes for preterm infants.\textsuperscript{13,26,27} The number of simulated RBCTx is based on the anticipated volume of packed RBCs transfused. For our study subjects, 85% received RBCTx in which the Hct measured was between 13–17 mL of packed RBCs per kg. The current study also has a small total enrollment (n=26) relative to the number of eligible infants (n=162). This was due to unavoidable circumstances the most common were the time limitations of laboratory staff in weighing all blood samples and in competing enrollment from other studies. Future studies enrolling a larger number of preterm infants at multiple sites will be needed to address these and other limitations.

An additional weakness of the phlebotomy reduction analysis done is that the endogenous Hb production of each infant was assumed not to change based on the Hb concentration. This assumption may be acceptable because each infant’s Hb was not allowed to fall below the RBCTx criteria according to the model. In addition, our previous work has shown that the Epo concentrations in preterm infants start at an elevated level and reach a baseline concentration 1–2 days after birth.\textsuperscript{12} This baseline level is reached regardless of the infant’s endogenous Hb concentration. Finally, infants may in fact produce more Epo when there Hb reaches a level below what is allowed clinically, however, this can never be tested due to ethical concerns.

Summary and Conclusions

The present study demonstrates that when uniform, restrictive RBCTx criteria together with modeled phlebotomy reduction are applied, a predictable reduction in RBCTx administered to anemic preterm VLBW infants is observed. Under modeling conditions in which 100% of laboratory phlebotomy loss was assumed, the average number of RBCTx could be reduced by 41–48%. This finding is due in part to study infants having 2.3 times more Hb transfused as that phlebotomized. This discrepancy suggests that other factors—and not merely laboratory blood loss alone—are major contributors to neonatal anemia among critically ill VLBW premature infants. The present study demonstrated complete elimination of modeled RBCTx in four of the 26 (15%) study subjects suggesting the goal of completely eliminating RBCTx in critically ill preterm infants will likely require a multi-prong approach. Based on our prior model-based simulation employing optimized r-HuEpo dosing in which we demonstrated that 13 (46%) of the same study infants would have avoided RBCTx.
entirely, the combination of phlebotomy reduction together with optimized erythropoietin administration may well achieve the goal of completely eliminating RBCTx in critically ill preterm infants. An important advantage of the simulation model in the present study is its versatility in being modifiable to accommodate to new changes taking place in RBCTx practice, direct measurements of RBC survival or blood volume measurements, or changes in volumes of RBCTx administered.
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Abbreviations

- **BV**: blood volume
- **ELBW**: extremely low birth weight (<1,000g)
- **F_j**: fraction of blood removed for phlebotomy j
- **Hb_A**: hemoglobin amount
- **Hb_C**: hemoglobin concentration
- **Hb_phle**: hemoglobin concentration of the phlebotomy
- **Hb(t)_phle**: amount of Hb removed by a phlebotomy at time t
- **Hb(t)_trx**: amount of Hb transfused at time t
- **ΔHb**: change in Hb concentration
- **HCT**: Hematocrit
- **HCT_trx**: HCT percent of transfused RBCs
- **j**: phlebotomy number
- **k**: number of phlebotomies occurring after t₀ but before t
- **m**: number of phlebotomies occurring after T but before t
- **NICU**: neonatal intensive care unit
- **PINT**: Preterm Infants in Need of Transfusion
- **PHLE_V**: volume of phlebotomized blood
- **P_R**: percentage reduction in phlebotomy
- **RBC**: red blood cell
- **RBCTx**: RBC transfusion
- **τ_A**: lifespan of transfused adult donor RBCs
- **τ_I**: lifespan of infant’s endogenous RBCs
- **t**: time
\( T \) \hspace{1cm} \text{time phlebotomy occurred}

\( t_0 \) \hspace{1cm} \text{time a given RBCTx occurred}

\( TRX_V \) \hspace{1cm} \text{volume of packed RBCs transfused}

\( VLBW \) \hspace{1cm} \text{very low birth weight (<1,500g)}

\( W \) \hspace{1cm} \text{weight of infant}
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Figure 1.
PINT restrictive threshold Hb RBCTx criteria for ventilated VLBW infants. Age versus Hb concentration for administration of RBCTx to preterm infants in PINT trial. Capillary Hb levels (solid line) are 10% higher than central Hb levels (Dashed line).
Figure 2.
Iowa clinical RBCTx practice is more liberal than PINT restrictive threshold Hb criteria. Hb concentration when individual study infants were transfused is shown compared to the successive postnatal decline in Hb for the PINT restrictive threshold Hb RBCTx criteria for infants requiring respiratory support. Capillary Hb levels (triangles) are 10% higher than central Hb levels (circles). The dashed line represents the line of identity.
Figure 3.
Most laboratory blood loss in VLBW preterm infants is discarded. Average cumulative infant laboratory testing blood loss during the first month. Of all blood taken from the 26 VLBW study infants, 33% is required for laboratory analysis (hashed bars), 59% of is discarded as waste (white bars), and 8% represents hidden blood loss (black bars) (i.e., blood left in syringes or on gauze pads, bandages, etc.)
Figure 4.
Preterm infants receive more Hb from RBCTx than is removed for laboratory testing. For 26 preterm study infants, the Hb removed and transfused is shown by triangles for ELBW (birth weight <1.0 kg) and by circles for VLBW infants (birth weight 1.0–1.5 kg). Approximately 2.3 times more Hb was transfused as was removed. The dashed line represents the line of identity.
Figure 5.
Simulation of phlebotomy reduction among VLBW preterm infants showing a reduction in the number of RBCTx. The average number of RBCTx during the first month of life determined by modeling of all 26 infant study subjects versus the percentage phlebotomy reduction. The actual RBCTx practice (solid line), the PINT restrictive RBCTx criteria (slightly broken line) and the PINT restrictive RBCTx without capillary Hb adjustment (more broken line) are shown.
Figure 6.
Modeled infant Hb concentration (dotted line) ± 1 SD (dashed lines) assuming no RBCTx and no phlebotomy blood loss relative to PINT Hb RBCTx criteria (solid line). The postnatal decline in modeled Hb levels is likely an underestimate because increased endogenous erythropoietin production would be expected to reverse the decline in Hb.